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Abstract 
I introduce in the MV, algebras of Revaz Grigolia two chains of unary operations, which are 
key in establishing many connections between these algebras and n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil 
algebras (LM, algebras for short). The study has three parts. It is self-contained as much as 
possible. 
The main result of the first part is that MV4 algebras coincide with LM4 algebras. The larger 
class of 'relaxed'-MV, algebras is also introduced and studied. This class is related to the class 
of generalized LMn pre-algebras. 
The main result of the second part is that, for n >/5, any MVn algebra is an LMn algebra and 
the converse is not true. 
The main result of the third part is the construction of an LM3(LM4) algebra from the odd 
(even)-valued LM, algebra (n~>5). This proves that LM4 algebras are as important as LM3 
algebras; MV, algebras helped us to see that. 
1. MV. algebras and related topics 
Definition 1.1 (Chang [3]). An MV algebra is an algebra d = (A,®, . , - ,0 ,  1) of  type 
(2,2, 1,0,0), where the following axioms are satisfied: for every x,y,z E A; 
(M1) x®y=y®x,  (MI ' )  x .y=y.x ,  
(M2) x®(y@z)=(x@y)@z,  (M2') x . (y .z )=(x .y ) . z ,  
(M3) x®x-=l ,  (M3') x .x -=O,  
(M4) x@l  =1,  (M4') x .O=O,  
(M5) x®0=x,  (M5') x .1  =x ,  
(M6) (x®y) -  =x- .y - ,  (M6') (x .y ) -  =x-®y- ,  
(M7) (x - ) -  = x, 
(M8) O- = 1. 
In order to write the remaining axioms in a compact form, Chang introduced the 
following definition: 
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Definition 1.2 (Chang [3]). 
xVy=(x .y - )@y,  
xA  y = (x-  Vy- ) -  ---- (x® y - ) .  y. 
(M9) xVy=yVx,  
(M10) xV(yVz)=(xV y )Vz ,  
(Ml l )  x®(yAz)=(x@y)A(x@z) ,  
A simplified list of axioms was given by Mangani [7] as follows: 
(A, ®, 0) is an Abelian monoid, x ® 1 = 1, (x - ) -  --x, 0- --- 1, 
(x-  ® y) -  @ y=(y -  ®x) -  @x, x .  y=(x -  ® y - ) - .  
(M9 ~) xAy=yAx,  
(M10') xA(yAz)=(xA y )Az ,  
(Ml l ' )  x ' (yWz)=(x ,  y )V(x .z ) .  
Definition 1.3 (Chang [3]). For any m E l~I, we have (i) 0x = 0 and (m + 1) x = 
mx@x, ( i i )  x °=1 andx m+l=x m.x. 
Proposition 1.4. In any MV algebra we have [3] 
(i) (mx)- = (x-)m,(xm) - = m(x- ) ,  
(ii) m(nx) = (mn)x, x m+n = x m .x n, xmn = (xm) n. 
We also have 
(iii) (x.  y)m = X m . ym and m(x ® y)  = mx @ my. 
The MVn algebras were introduced by Revaz Grigolia, as follows. 
Definition 1.5 (Grigolia [5]). An MV, algebra (n~>2) is an MV algebra d = 
(A, ®,. , - ,  0, 1 ), whose operations fulfil the additional axioms 
(M12) (n -  1)x@x--  (n -  1)x, (M12 l) x n-1 .x =x  n-1 
and, if n t>4, the axioms 
(M13) [(jx) • (x- @ [(j - 1)x]-)] n-1 = 0, (M13') (n - 1)[xJ @ (x- • [xJ-1]-)] = 1, 
where 1 < j < n -  1 and j does not divide n -  1. 
For any MV algebra, a relation ~< is defined in [3] by 
x <~ y 4----~ x V y = y. 
A list of useful results from [3] is given in the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.6 (Chang [3]). In every MV algebra d ,  the following properties are 
satisfied: 
(M14) (A,V,A,0, 1) is a lattice with first and last element, with respect to the rela- 
tion <~ ;
(M15) (x V y ) -  = x -  A y -  and (x A y ) -  = x -  V y - ;  
(M16) x<~ y ¢==~ y-  <~x-; 
(M17) l f  x<~ y and x' <~ y', then x®xl  <<.y@ y ' and x.x~ <~ y • yt; 







x. y<~x A y<~x<~x V y<~x 0 y; 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) x<.y, (ii) x -®y= 1 and (iii) x .y -  =0;  
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) x•x  =x,  (ii) x .x  =x,  
(iii) x -®x-  =x- ,  (iv) x - .x -  =x- ,  
(v) xVx-= l ,  (vi) xAx-  =0;  
Let B(A) = {x E A I x @x = x}. Then (B(A),®,.,-,0, 1) is the largest sub- 
algebra of d which is also a Boolean algebra with respect o the operations 
~,., and-  andx~ y=xV y, x. y=xA y, for every x, yEB(A) ;  
(x® y - )  V (x- G y )= 1; 
I f  x V y = 1, then x n V yn = 1, for each n >12. 
Corollary 1.7. Any MV algebra is a distributive lattice with respect o V and A by 
[5, 1.6]. 
Corollary 1.8. (i) MV2 algebras coincide with Boolean algebras by (M12) and (M21). 
(ii) I f  ~¢ = (A,@,.,-,0,1) is an MV, algebra, then (A,-,q3,-,1,0) is also an MVn 
algebra, named the dual MVn algebra of ~¢, where the operations V and A are 
dual to each other. 
Definition 1.9 (See [5]). Let s¢ be an MV algebra. The Boolean elements of : /  are 
the elements of B(A), i.e. the elements which satisfy the equivalent conditions in (M20). 
Proposition 1.10 (See [5, 1.7]). For any MV algebra ~¢, if x is a Boolean element, 
then 
x®y=xVy andx .y=xAy fo ranyyEA.  
Example 1.11 (Grigolia [5]). The MV algebra 5¢, = (Ln, q~,',-,O, 1), where 
1 2 n -2  t 
Ln= O,n_ l ,n_  l , . . . ,n_  l,1 
and for any x, y E L~ 
x ® y = min(1,x + y), x .y=max(O,x+y-1) ,  x- = 1 -x  
and x V y = max(x, y), x A y ---- min(x, y), is an MVn algebra. I shall call it the 
canonical MVn algebra. Note that B(Ln) = {0, 1}. 
The subalgebras of ~n are of the form [5] 
Sm= 0, n_  1 . . . . . .  
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where K = (n - 1)/(m - 1), if m - 1 divides n - 1. The subalgebras Sm of LPn are 
isomorphic to 
1 m-2  ) 
Lm = O, 1 . . . . .  1 '1 ' 
m m 
if m-  1 divides n -  1, and they are MV, algebras. Hence, ~m = (L,n, ®, ' , - ,0 ,  1) 
(m<~n) is an MVn algebra if and only if m-  1 divides n -  1 [5]. For instance, the 
subalgebras of L3 are L2 and L3, those of L4 are L2 and L4 and the subalgebras of L5 
are L2, L3 and Ls. 
Theorem 1.12 (Grigolia [5, Theorem 3.1]). Every MVn algebra is a subdirectproduct 
o f  subalgebras o f  the canonical MV n algebra ~q~,. 
Lemma 1.13. In the canonical MV, algebra ~n (n /> 2 ) the following properties hold: 
(i) x "-1 = 0 i f  and only i f  x ~ 1 and 
(ii) (n - 1)x = 0 if  and only i f  x = O. 
Proof. Let x -- i/(n - 1) E Ln, 0 ~<i~<n -- 1. Since x 2 = x .  x = max(0,2x - 1) and 
2x = x •x  = min(1,2x), we get 
x n-I ---- O¢*max(O, (n -  1 )x -  (n -  2)) = 0 ¢e~ (n -  1)x<~n-  2 
i 
¢ :~(n -  1) <~ n - 2 ce~ O <<. i <<. n - 2 cc, i C n - l c~ x ¢ l 
n-1  
and 
(n -  1)x = 0¢*min(1 , (n -  1)x) = 0 ¢=> (n -  1)x = 0 
) '__L_ 
,~(n -  1 n -1  =0¢~, i=0¢~x=0.  [] 
By throwing away the axioms (M13) and (M13') of  an MV~ algebra we obtain a 
larger class of algebras that I shall call relaxed-MVn algebras. In other words, 
Definition 1.14. A relaxed-MVn algebra (n>~2) is an MV algebra whose operations 
fulfil only the additional axioms (M12) and (M12'). 
I owe the idea of studying this class to George Georgescu. 
Remark 1.15. Obviously, the two notions, MV~ algebra and relaxed-MVn algebra, 
coincide for n = 2 and n = 3. For n i>4, any MVn algebra is a relaxed-MV~ algebra. 
Hence, the canonical MVn algebra ~n is a relaxed-MV~ algebra. 
Open problem 1.16. Find an example of a relaxed-MVn algebra which is not an MVn 
algebra. 
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2. n-valued Lukasiewiez-Moisil algebras and related topics 
For complete information and references on Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebras see [2]. 
Definition 2.1 (Boicescu [2]). Let J -- {1,2 . . . . .  n - 1}. An n-valued Lukasiewicz- 
Moisil algebra (n>~2) or an LMn algebra for short is an algebra d = (A,V,A, - ,  
(rj)jEj,O, 1) of type (2,2, 1,(1) j~j,0,0) such that 
(i) (A, V, A , - ,  0, 1 ) is a De Morgan algebra, i.e., (A, V, A, 0, I ) is a distributive lattice 
with 0 and 1, 1 = 0 -  and the unary operation - ,  called negation, satisfies 
(DM1) (x - ) -  = x, 
(DM2) (xA y ) -  =x-  Vy - ;  
(ii) the unary operations ra,rz . . . . .  r~-l fulfil the following axioms: for every x, y E A 
and every i, j E J, 
(L1) rfix V y) = rjx V rjy, 
(L2) rjx V ( r jx ) -  = 1, 
(L3) r j  o r i = ri, 
(L4) r j (x-)  = (r ._ jx)- ,  
(L5) rlx<<.rzx<<.... <~rn_lX, 
(L6) if rjx = rjy for every j E J ,  then x = y; this is the determination principle. 
I f  ~1 fulfils (i) and only (L1) - (L5)  we shall say that ~¢ is an LMn pre-algebra. 
Remark. In a De Morgan algebra we also have 
(DM3) (x V y ) -  : x -  A y - .  
Proposition 2.2 (Cignoli [4]). In every LM, algebra d ,  the following properties are 
satisfied: for every x, y E A and every j E J 
(L7) rj(x A y) = rj x A rjy, 
(L8) rjx A (rj x ) -  ---- O, 
(L9) x<~ y if and only if (rj x<~rjy, for every j E J), 
(LIO) rlx<~x<.rn-lx, 
(E l l )  rjO = 0, rjl = 1, 
(L12) Let C(A) be the set of complemented lements of A, i.e., C(A) = {x E A [ 
Sx ~ E A, x V x ~ = 1, x/X x ~ = 0}. Let Kj be the set of all elements of A left 
invariant by rj, j E .I, i.e., Kj = {x E A [ rjx = x}. Then: 
(i) rjx E C(A), for every j E J, x E A and 
(ii) C(A) = Kj, for every j E J; 
(L12') (C(A) ,V ,A , - ,0 ,  1) is a Boolean algebra, where x -  =x~; 
(L12") I f  z E C(A), then for every x EA, 
x A z = O C=:~ x <~ z- ,  
zVx= 1 ¢=~z-<.x;  
(L13) x -  V rn-lx = 1; 
(El4) x A (rn-lX)- = O. 
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Corollary 2.3 (Cignoli [4]). I f  ~¢ is an LM, algebra, then (A ,A ,V , - , ( rn - j ) jE j ,  1,0) 
is also an LM~ algebra, named the dual LMn algebra of ~.  
Example 2.4 (Boicescu et al. [2]). The algebra ~,  = (Ln, V, A,-,(rj)jEj, O , 1), where 
{ 1 2  n -21} 
L .= O, n l 'n - l '  n - l '  
and 
xVy=max(x ,y) ,  xAy=min(x ,y) ,  x-  = l -x ,  
(n~)  {0  i f j+ i<n,  
rj = 1 i f j+ i>/n,  iE{0}UJ ,  jE J ,  
is an LMn algebra that I shall call the canonical LMn algebra. 
The proper subalgebras of Sen have the form 
S=L, -  U {x,x-}. 
xEL.-{0} 
They are LM, algebras. The smallest subalgebra of £an (with respect to C_) is C(L,) = 
{0, 1}, which is also a Boolean algebra, cf. (L12'). For instance, the subalgebras of 
L 3 are L2 and L3, those of L4 are L2 and L4 and the subalgebras of L5 are L2, L3, 
1 3 {0, ~, ~, 1} and Ls. 
Remark 2.5 (Boicescu et al. [2]). LM2 algebras coincide with Boolean algebras. 
Proposition 2.6 (Cignoli [4], cf. Boicescu et al. [2, 3.2.3]). In every LMn pre-algebra 
the determination principle (L6) is equivalent to each of the following conditions: for 
every x, y E L, 
(a) x A (rjx)- A rj+ly<<, y, for every j E J - {n - 1}, 
n--1 (b) xAAj=l((rjx) Vrjy)<~y. 
Theorem 2.7 (Representation theorem of Moisil [8,9]; cf. Boicescu et al. [2, 6.1.8]). 
Every LMn algebra can be embedded in a direct product of copies of the canonical 
LM, algebra 5¢~. 
Corollary 2.8 (Cignoli [4], cf. Boicescu et al. [2, 6.1.9]). Every LM, algebra is a 
subdirect product of subalgebras of the canonical LM, algebra £Pn. 
Definition 2.9. A generalized n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra or a g.LMn 
algebra for short, is an algebra d = (A ,V ,A , - , (S j ) jE j , (S j ) jE j ,  O, 1 ) such that 
(A,V,A,-,0, 1) is a De Morgan algebra and (sj)j~j and (S~)jEJ are two families of 
unary operations atisfying the following axioms: for every x, y E A, j E J, 
(GO) sS.(x V y) = six V sS.y, 
(G1) sj(x V y) = six V sjy, 
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(G2) sjx V (s ix)-  = 1, 
(G3) If x C C(A), then sjx = x for j 5~ n - 1, where 
C(4) - -  {x EA  l ~x' ~ A, xV  x '= 1, xAx '  =0},  
(64) sj(x-  ) = (stn_jx) - ,  
(G5) slx<~s2x<~'" ~Sn-lX , 
(66) s}x < sjx, 
(G7) If six = sjy for any j ~ J,  then x = y; this is the determination principle. 
If d fulfils only axioms (G0)-(G6), then we shall say that d is a g.LM, pre- 
algebra. 
The notion of a generalized Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra was introduced in [6] for the 
general case of (1 + 0)-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebras, starting from the results 
in [11,13]• 
Remark. The axiom (G4) is equivalent o 
(G4') s,_jx = (s}x- ) -  
by (DM1). 
Proposition 2.10 (Iorgulescu [6]). In every g.LMn pre-algebra ~ the following 
properties are satisfied: for any x, y ~ A, i, j  C d, 
(6o') s (x A y) = s}x A % 
(GI') sj(x A y) = six A sjy, 
(GU) sjx A (s ix)-  = O,s~x V (s~x)- = 1, six A (s~.x)- = O, 
(65 I) , / • . ~Sn_ lX  , S IX~S2X ~ • 
(G8) For any j E J -  {n - 1}, let Kj be the set of  all elements of  A left invariant 
by sj, i.e., Kj = {x E A ] sjx =- x}. Then (C(A),V,A,-,0,1) is a Boolean 
algebra and C(A) = Kj. 
(68 ~) For any j E J - {1}, let Kj be the set of  all elements of  A left invariant by 
s~, i.e., Kj = {x E A [ s~.x = x}. Then C(A) =- Kj. 
(G9) For any i, j  E J, we have 
(1 )s ios j=% if i ~n-  1 and 
(2) s; o sj = s~., if  i ¢ 1. 
(G10) For any i, j E J, we have 
(1) si o s~. = s~, i # n -1  and 
(2) S~OSj  =S j ,  i ¢  1, 
(Gl l )  For j C n - 1, s j0=0ands j l  = 1, 
(G12) For j # 1, sjO = 0 and sjl = 1. 
ProoL 
s~(x A y)  --- ( s , _Ax-  V y - ) ) -  = (Sn-jX- V s , _ jy -  ) -  
= (s . _ jx - )  A (Sn_ jy - ) -  = A s y, 
by (G4'), (G1) and (64'). 
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Thus, (G0 r) holds. The proof of (G1 ~) is similar. Then 
six A ( s ix ) -  = ( ( s ix ) -  v s ix ) -  = 1-  = o, 
s ix v (s~x)-  = (sn_ jx - ) -  v Sn_jX- : 1, 
SjX /~ (S jX) -  = (Sn--jX--)-- A Sn_ jX-  = 0 
and, thus, (G2') holds. If i<<.j then n-  i>>.n-j. Hence, by (G5), Sn-iX-~Sn--jX--. 
Hence, (Sn-iX- )- <<, (s~_jx- )-, i.e., s~x<~sjx and, thus, (G5') holds. For any j E J -  
{n -  1}, i fx  E Kj, then sjx =x  and then, by (G2), (G2'), there is x' =x-  = (sjx)- 
such that x V x-  = six V (sjx)- -- 1 and x A x-  = six A (sjx)- = 0. Hence, x E C(A). 
Conversely, i fx E C(A), then, by (G3), x E Kj, j ¢ n - 1. Hence, C(A) = Kj, j ~ n - 1 
and for any x E C(A), x' = x-  E C(A). Thus, (G8) holds. 
I fx  E C(A), then x-  E C(A) and s jx= (sn_jx-)- = (x- ) -  =x,  for n - j  ¢ n - 1. 
Hence, for j ¢ 1. Thus, the statement analogous to (G3) holds and then the proof of 
(G8') is similar to the proof of (G8). 
Then, sjx E C(A) and s~x E C(A) for any j E J, x E A, by (G2) and (G2'). Hence, 
by (G8), we get that for i ¢ n - 1, sisjx = sjx and for i ¢ 1, s~s~x =sjx. Thus, (G9) 
holds. To prove (GI0), note that sjx E C(A), by (G2'), (G2). Then apply (G3) and 
(G8'), respectively. 
For jCn-1 ,  i.e., n - j¢  1, we have 
sjO = Sj(Si x /k  (S iX) -  ) = SiX /~ Sj((SiX ) -  ) = Si x /~ (Stn_jSiX) -
=sixA(s ix) -  =0,  fo r iE J ,  
by (G2'), (G9), (G4), (G10) and (G2') again and similarly, sjl = 1. Thus, (Gl l )  
holds. 
For j ¢ 1, s~0 = (sn-jO-)- = (Sn- j l ) -  = 1- = 0 and, similarly, sjl -- 1. Hence, 
(G12) holds. [] 
If ~ is now a g.LMn algebra, then the additional properties are satisfied: 
Proposition 2.11 (Iorgulescu [6]). In any g.LM, algebra the followin9 properties are 
satisfied: 
(G7') I f  s'j.x = sjy for any j E J, then x = y; 
(G13) x<<.y if and only if (sjx<<.sjy, for any j E J); 
(G 13') x <<. y if and only if (sjx <~ sjy, for any j E J). 
Proof. If s jx= s~y, j E J, i.e., (Sn-jX-)- = (Sn- jY - ) - ,  n - -  j E J ,  then Sn-jX- = 
Sn-jy-, n - j  E J and by (G7) we get x-  -= y - .  Hence, x = y and, thus, (G7 r) holds. 
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Further, 
x~ye:~xAy=x< : . s j (xAy)=s jx ,  fo rany jE J  
e=:~sjxAsjy=sjx,  jE J  e==~sjx<~s/y, fo rany jE J ,  
by (G7), (GI/) and hence (G13) holds. The proof of (GlY) is similar. [] 
Corollary 2.12. Let ~1 = (A,V,A,-,(Sj)jEj,(s~)jEj,O, 1). I f  ~¢ is a g.LMn (pre-) 
algebra, then 
(A, A, V, - ,  (sln_j )j~j, (Sn--j )jEJ, 1, O) 
is also a g.LMn (pre-) algebra, named the dual of s¢. 
Proof. Clearly (A,A,V,-, 1,0) is a De Morgan algebra. Then (G0)d-(G7) d are (GI'), 
(GO'), (GU), half of (G8'), (G4), (G5'), (G6) and (G7') respectively. [] 
Proposition 2.13 (Iorgulescu [6]). Let d be a g.LM~ algebra (or pre-algebra). I f  
sj = sj for any j E J, then d is an LMn algebra (or pre-algebra, respectively), where 
rj = sj = sj, j E J. 
Example 2.14 (g.LM, algebras). 
(1) Any LMn algebra is a g.LMn algebra, where sj = sj = rj, for any j E J. 
(2) Any involutive n-valued fuzzy algebra is a g.LM, algebra [6,11,13]. 
In the following section we shall obtain examples of proper g.LMn pre-algebras. 
3. General connections 
Proposition 3.1. Let z¢ = (A,®,. , - ,0 ,  1)beanMValgebra. Thend = (A,V,A,-,0, 1) 
is a De Morgan algebra. 
Proof. (A, V, A, 0,1) is a distributive lattice with 0 and 1 by (M14) and 1.7. Then 
(DM1) is (M7) and (DM2) is (M15). [] 
Proposition 3.2 (See [5, 1.10]). In a relaxed-MV~ algebra, (n - 1)x and X n -1  are  
Boolean elements. 
Proof. (n -  1)x ® (n -  1)x = (n - 1)x @ [x ® (n -  2)x] = [ (n -  1)x ®x] @ (n - 2)x = 
(n -  1 )xG(n-2)x  . . . . .  (n -  1)x by 1.3, (M1), (M2) and (M12). Hence, (n -  1)x 
is a Boolean element. Similarly, x n-~ .x n-i = x "-l . Hence, x "-1 is a Boolean element, 
by (M20). [] 
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Definition 3.3. In a relaxed-MV, algebra, let us define two families of unary operations 
by 
s jx=( jx )  n-1 and s jx=(n-1)x  n- j ,  fo rany jE J ,  
where J = {1,2 . . . . .  n -  1}. 
Proposition 3.4. Let  d be a re laxed-MV,  algebra. Then, fo r  every x E A and every 
j E J, we have 
(i) sjx and sjx are Boolean elements, 
(ii) six = Sll x =x ~-1 and sn_lX = sl,_l x = (n - 1)x, 
(iii) s jx -  = (s~n_jx) - ,  
(iv) srn_2 <~s2 and, more 9enerally (n~>4), 
(v) srn_j <~sj, fo r  j>>.2. 
Proof. (i) is obvious by Proposition 3.2. Then, six = x n-1 and Sll x = (n - 1)x n-1 by 
Definition 3.3, and (n - 1 )x n- 1 = (x n- 1 q3 x n- 1 ) • (n - 3)x"-  1 = x ~- a @ (n - 3)x ~- 1 = 
. . . .  x n-1 by Definition 1.3, (M2), Proposition 3.2. Hence, six = Sll x. 
We a lso  have  sn_ lx  = ( (n  - 1 )x )  n-1  = [ ( (n  - 1 )x ) .  ( (n  - l )x ) ]  • ( (n  - 1 )x )  n -3  = 
[(n -- 1)x] • ((n -- 1)x) n-3 . . . . .  (n -- 1)x = Stn_l x by Definition 1.3, (M2'), Propo- 
sition 3.2 and (M20). Hence, Sn-lX = s'n_lX and (ii) holds. (iii) follows from 1.4 
and (M6): s jx -  = ( jx - )  "-1 = ( (x J ) - )  "-1 = ((n - 1)xJ)- = (S'n_jX)-. To prove (iv), 
(Stn_2X) - k/S2X = ( (n - -  1 )x 2 ) -  V (2X) n -  1 = ( (x  2 ) -  )n-1 k/(2X) n -  1 = (2x - )n -1  V (2X) n -  1 = 
1 since 2x-  V 2x = 2x V 2x-  = (x ® x) V (x-  ® x - )  = 1 by (M22) for y = x - ,  
then apply (M23). Hence, s',_2x<~s2x. To prove (v), since 2x<~jx and 2x-<<.jx-, for 
j~>2, by (M18), it follows that 2xV2x-<~jxV jx -  by (M14). But 2x V 2x-  = 1. 
Hence, j x  V jx -  -- 1 by (M14) and, therefore, (jx) "-1 V ( jx - )  "-1 = 1 by (M23), 
t . (  i.e., sjx V s jx -  -- 1 or sjx V (s~,_jx) - = 1 which means that sn_jx..~sjx, by (M21), 
Corollary 1.8. [] 
We shall now express the axioms (M12), (M1U), (M13) and (M13 t) in terms of 
the operations j and sj, in the next two propositions. 
Proposition 3.5. In a relaxed-MVn algebra, axioms (M12) and (M12') can be ex- 
pressed in terms o f  sl and sn-1 in the fol lowino way: 
(S'lX = )slx ~x  ~s . - lX (= s'._lx ). 
Proof. 
(M12) ¢==> Sn_lX ~ x = Sn_lX ~ Sn_lX k~ x = Sn_lX ~ x ~Sn_ lX  ,
by 3.4(ii), 3.4(i) and 1.10. Analogously, 
(M12' ) . '  ;. s lx .x  = slx c==~ SlX AX = SlX-'. '.- SlX<<.x. [] 
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Proposition 3.6. In a relaxed-MV, algebra the following equivalences hoM: 
(M13) ,,~----~, sjx<~s~_l(x • (j - 1)x), 
(M13')e==~ Sl(X®X j-1 ,< , ) ~s n_jx, 
where j E J, j does not divide n - 1. 
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[jx . (x -  ® [( j  - 1)x]-)] n-1 = 0 
( jx)  n-1 • [(x. (j" - 1)x)-]  "-1 = 0, 
by Proposition 1.4(iii) and (M6 ~) 
;-(j'x) "-1 • [(n - 1)(x. (j - 1)x)]- = 0, by Proposition 1.4(i) 
;,six. [ J ,_ l(x. ( j  - 1)x)]- = 0, by Definition 3.3 
_< t ; ,s jx, ,~s,_ l(x.(  j - 1)x), (M19); 
>(n-  1)[xg ®(x  - . (x J -1 ) - ) ]  = 1 
',, (n - 1)x J ® (n - 1 )(x-  . (x j - I  ) - )  = 1, by Proposition 1.4 
; - (n -  1)xl ~(n  - 1)(x~3xJ-1) - = 1, by Proposition 1.4, (M6) 
: , (n -  1 )x JO( (x®xJ - l )n -1 )  - = 1, by Proposition 1.4 
; , s~n_ jx~(s l (x~x J - l ) )  - = 1, by Definition 3.3 
j - I  t ~,'SI(X@X )~Sn_jX , by (M19). [] 
Propos i t ion  3.7. Let ~¢ be a relaxed-MVn algebra. Then, for any x c A and any 
j c J, we have s}x <<. sjx. 
Proof .  For j = 1 and j = n - 1, s}x = sjx, by Proposition 3.4. It remains to prove for 
2<~j<~n -2 :  
( s jx ) -® s)x =(s jx ) -  V sjx, by Propositions 3.4 and 1.10 
=((n -  1)xn-J) - V (jx) n-l, 
= ((xn-J)-) n-1 V (jx) n-l, 
=((n  - j )x - )  "-1 V (jx) n-l, 
by Definition 3.3 
by Proposition 1.4 
by Proposition 1.4. 
But, by (M22), we have that 2x V 2x-  = 1 and by (M23) we get (2x) n-I V 
(2x - )  n-1 = 1. For 2~j<.n -  2, we get 2x<~jx and 2x-~<(n-  j ) x -  by (M18), 
hence (2x) "- I  ~<(jx) ~-1 and (2x - )  "-1 ~( (n - j )x - )  "-1 by (M17). Then 1 = (2x) " - I  V 
(2x - )  n-1 <.(ix) ~-1V((n - j )x - )  " - I  by (M14) and, thus ( jx)  " -1V( (n - j )x - )  ~-I = 1. 
Hence, (s}x)- Gsjx  = 1, i.e., s}x~sjx,  by (M19). Z 
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Proposition 3.8. Let ~¢ be a relaxed-MVn algebra. I f  x <~ y, then sjx <~ sj y and sjx <~ s~ y, 
for any x, y E A, j E J. 
Proof. If x<<.y, then x ® x<<.y ® y; then 3x<~3y and so on, i.e., jx<<.jy, for any 
j E J ,  by (M17). Consequently, ( j x ) .  ( jx )<~( jy) .  ( jy) .  Then ( jx)3<~(jy) 3 and so 
on, i.e., (jx) ~-1 <<(jy)~-i by (M17), too. Hence, sjx<~sjy for any j E J. The second 
inequality is proved similarly. [] 
Theorem 3.9. Let ~¢ = (A, 0 , . , - ,  0, 1 ) be a linearly ordered relaxed-MVn algebra. 
Then ~ = (A, V, A, - ,  (sj )jEj, (sj )jcj, O, 1 ) is a g.LMn pre-algebra which satisfies 
(i) Sl = s~ and Sn-1 = Sin_l, 
(ii) S~n_2 ~<S2 (n~>4). 
Proof. (A, V, A, - ,  0, 1) is a De Morgan algebra by Proposition 3.1. For x, y E A, let 
us suppose, e.g., that x ~< y, hence x V y -- y, and hence, s~(x V y)  -- sjy for any 
j E J .  By using Proposition 3.8 we get from x<~y that s~x<<.s~y for any j E J ,  i.e., 
s~x V s~y = s~.y for any j E J .  Thus, s~.(x V y) = s~x V s~y for any j E J ,  and (GO) 
holds. (G1) is proved similarly. (G2) follows from 3.4, 1.8 and (M20). To prove (G3), 
first note that C(A) = B(A) by (M21) and (M20). If x is a Boolean element, then 
x®x = x and x .x  -- x and i f j  E J ,  then jx  = x and x n-1 = x. Hence, six = ( jx)  n-1 = 
x "-1 = x, for all j E J ,  thus (G3), which asks less, holds. (G4) is 3.4(iii). Since, 
x~<2x~< ...  ~<(n - 1)x by (M18), it follows that x ~-1 ~<(2x) ~-1 ~< ... ~<((n - 1)x) "-1 
by (M17) and hence, slx<~szx<~ .. .  <<.S~_lX by Definition 3.3; thus (G5) holds. (G6) 
is 3.7. Finally, (i) and (ii) are 3.4(i) and 3.4(iv), respectively. [] 
Corollary 3.10. The conclusions of  Theorem 3.9 hold if ~ is an MV, algebra. 
Proof. The axioms (GO) and (G1) hold in the canonical MV, algebra d ,  since it 
is linearly ordered. Hence, the axioms (GO) and (G1) hold in any MV~ algebra by 
Theorem 1.12. [] 
Remark 3.11. (1) The hypothesis of linearly ordered algebra is required only to prove 
(GO) and (G1). 
(2) The axiom (G3) is satisfied in this case for any j E J;  hence, the properties 
(G8), (G8'), (G9), (G10), (G l l )  and (G12) are true for any j , i  E J. 
(3) All the equalities which are true in the g.LMn pre-algebra re also true in the 
relaxed-MVn algebra. 
(4) In the g.LMn pre-algebra d (n>~4) obtained by Theorem 3.9, as well as in 
any relaxed-MV~ algebra - -  by Remarks (1) and (3) - -  the relations between the two 
families of operations, (sj)jeg and (sj)jeg, can be illustrated by a graph (Fig. 1 ) whose 
arcs represent the relation '~<' between the operations. 
We can see on the graph that the two chains (families) of operations have two points 
in common, the arc (stn_2,s2) making the connection between the two chains. We shall 
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i sl s 
2 S'n-2 ~'~ ~ "~ .~_~ r' n / . . . . .  
t ~ $3 . . . . . .  r'n 
~ $4 rrn+l 
Fig. I. 
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see that in certain cases this arc does not exist, the chains having then a third common 
point. 
Theorem 3.12. Let  ~¢ = (A, ®, . ,  - ,  0, 1) be a linearly ordered re laxed-MV,  algebra 
(n>/4) and let JJ = {1,2 . . . . .  2n -4} .  Then the algebra ~¢ = (A ,V ,A , - ,  (r~)jejt, O, 1), 
where x V y = x .  y -  ® y, x A y = (x -  Vy- ) - , r j  = s), i f  l <~j <~n-  2 and r~ = Sj-n+3, 
i f  n - 1 <<.j<~2n - 4, is an LM2~-3 pre-algebra. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.9, Proposition 2.10 (G2'),  (G10) and Remarks 3.11 (2) and (4). 
I shall prove that r~x- = (r~n_3_jx)-.  Indeed, if 1 <~j<~n - 2, then r ig-  = s ix -  = 
(Sn- jX)-  = (r~x)-, where i - (n - j )  = n - 3 by (G4J); we get i = 2n - 3 - j .  I f  
n - l<~j<~2n -4 ,  then r jx -  = Sj-n+3X- = (S~n_j__3X)- = (r~n_j_3X)--. The above 
proof is based on the equivalences: 
l <~j<~n- 2 < > n -  l <~2n-  3 - j<~2n-4  
n - l~ j~2n-4c==>n-2~2n- j -3~l .  [] 
Remark 3.13. (i) For n = 3, 2n - 3 = 3. The number 2n - 3 is odd. 
(ii) The conclusion of Theorem 3.12 holds for any MVn algebra, n~>4. 
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(iii) In a relaxed-MVn algebra, there are at most 2n-  3 distinct elements in the 
chains: 
xn-  l ~ xn-  2 ~ "'" <<. xZ <~ x <~ 2X <~ ""  <~ (n - 2)x~<(n-- 1)x 
and 
x 2 ~< x. (2x)~<x. (3x)~< ' "  ~<x. (kx)~< ... ~<x" ( (n -  2)x)~<x 
~ x ® xn-  2 <~ . . .  <~ x ® xk << . . .  <~ x ® xa <~ x O xZ <~ 2x, 
where x =x .  ( (n -  1)x) =x@x n-1. 
(iv) In the attempt of seeing what is the role played by the axioms (M13) and 
(M13 t) added to a relaxed-MVn algebra, we shall see in the next sections, that they 
'contract' both the chains of operations, (Sj)yej and (s~)jcj, and the above chains of 
elements. That is why I named 'relaxed-MVn' the algebras obtained from MVn algebras 
by discarding these two axioms. 
Open problem 3.14. Do Theorems 3.9 and 3.12 hold for arbitrary relaxed-MVn 
algebras? 
Remark that the set 
{1 
Ln= 0 ,~-  l 'n -1  . . . . .  n 1,1 , n~>2, 
can be organized as the canonical MVn algebra 
(L,, ®, . , - ,0 ,1 )  
and hence as the g.LM, pre-algebra 
(Ln, V, A,-,(sj)jsS,(S~)jcg, O  1) 
by Example 1.11 and Theorem 3.9, on the one hand, and as the canonical LMn algebra 
(Ln, V, A,-,(r j) jEj,  O, 1), 
on the other hand. In the following sections we shall see some connections between 
these algebras, the main result being that the canonical MV, algebra coincides with 
the canonical LM~ algebra, result which generates different conclusions for the cases 
n = 2, 3 and 4 on the one hand and for the cases n ~> 5 on the other hand. 
4. The cases n = 2-4 
We shall see in this section that in these cases MVn algebras coincide with LMn 
algebras. 
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(a) The case n = 2. It is the trivial, but very important case: MV2 algebras coincide 
with LM2 algebras, both being the same as Boolean algebras. 
(b) The case n = 3. Here, J = {1,2} and L3 = {0, 1/2, 1}. 
• On the one hand, in the canonical MV3 algebra (see Example 1.11): 5e3 = 
(L3, ~ , . , - ,  0, 1), the canonical operations are 
(1) x®y=min(1 ,x+y) ,  x .y=max(O,x+y-1) ,  
(2) x -  = 1 - x 
and we also have the operations 
(3) xVy=x.y -®y=max(x ,y ) ,  xAy=(x-Vy- ) -  =min(x ,y ) .  
By making the calculations we obtain the following tables of ® and • : 
1 11Oo 0 0 1/2  0 0 0 0 
(4) 1 1 0 1/2 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1/2 1 
Then, in the g.LM3 pre-algebra 
- -  ! / 
(L3,V,A, , s1 ,$2 ,s1 ,$2 ,0  , 1) 
obtained from &~a3 by Theorem 3.9, the operations V, A and - are those from (3) and 
(2), respectively, and the operations l,s2,s~,s~2 are given, cf. Proposition 3.4 (ii), by 
(5) slx=s~lx=x 2 and s2x=J2x=2x. 
By making the calculations we obtain the following table: 
x 01/21 
l s l  1001 (6) j = = Sl 
1011 j 2 sz s 2 
by using (4) and Lemma 1.13. Hence the g.LM3 pre-algebra is an LM3 pre-algebra. 
• On the other hand, in the canonical LM3 algebra (see Example 2.4): 
5('3 = (L3, V ,A , - , r l , r2 ,0 ,  1), 
the canonical operations are 
xVy=max(x ,y ) ,  x /~y=min(x ,y ) ,  x-- = 1 -x  
(7) rj = 1, j+ i~>3,  i E {0} U J, jC J .  
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By making the calculations we obtain the following table of rl, r2: 
x 01/21 
(8) j=  l r~ 13 0 1 
j 2r2(3 1 1 
Remarks. 
(i) The operations V, A and - from the canonical MV 3 algebra nd from the canonical 
LM3 algebra coincide; 
(ii) We have the equalities: 
l 
t and r2 ~ $2 = S 2 (9) r l=s l=s l  
(the above LM3 pre-algebra is the canonical LM3 algebra) by (6) and (8). 
Further, if we define now, in the canonical LM3 algebra 5e3, two operations by 
(10) xOy=(xVr2y)A(yVr2x) ,  x .y=(x -Oy- ) -  
and if we make the calculations by using (7), we obtain the same values as in the 
tables (4). Hence the operations defined by (10) and the canonical operations (1) 
coincide. 
Now, let us define the following two transformations: 
Definition 4.1. Given the MV3 algebra ~¢ 
(A,V,A,- , r l , r2,0,1)  by 
xVy = (x .y ) -  q)y, 
rlx = (slx = S'lX =)X 2 
-- (A,®,. , - ,0,1) ,  define ~(~¢) = 
xA y=(x -V  y - ) - ,  
and r2x = (s2x = J2 x =)2x. 
Conversely, given the LM3 algebra ~ = (A, V, A, -, rl, r2, 0, 1), define kv(~¢) = 
(A,®,.,-,0, 1) by (10). 
Then we get the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.2. (i) I f  ~3 is the canonical MV3 algebra, then ~(5e3) is the canonical 
LM3 algebra. 
(ii) Conversely, if 5¢3 is the canonical LM3 algebra, then T(~3)  is the canonical 
MV3 algebra. 
(iii) The maps q~ and 7 j are mutually inverse (for the canonical case). 
By Proposition 4.2, Theorem 1.12 and Corollary 2.8 we get the following general 
result: 
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Theorem 4.3. (i) I f  s~ is an MV3 algebra, then q~(~) is an LM 3 algebra. 
(ii) Conversely, if d is an LM3 algebra, then ~(~¢) is an MV3 algebra. 
(iii) The maps • and 7 ~ are mutually inverse. 
During the work on this paper I found that Daniele Mundici had already published 
the above result, except he part referring to the operations sj and s~, j --- 1,2 (see [12, 
Theorem 7.2]). 
Coronary 4.4 (Sergiu Rudeanu). The maps q~ and 7 j can be extended to an isomor- 
phism between the category of MV3 algebras and the category of LM3 algebras. 
Proof. Define ~f  = f and ~Pg = g. [] 
Remark 4.5. We have the representation f the unary operations given in Fig. 2 (see 
3.11(4)): 
SPl = ~ ~ S 1 ~-- r 1 
St 2 = ~ S 2 r 2 
Fig. 2. 
Proposition 4.6. In any (relaxed) MV3 algebra, the following properties hoM: 
(1 ) (x -Oy)VxVy-  =1,  
(2) x A (six)- A s~y~y,  
(3) x -  Ox 2 ® (y-)2 • y = 1, 
(4) x -  Oy-  ~3x 2 ey  2 = 1, 
(5) (x- Vx) ® (y -  Vy)  = 1, 
(6) xAx-  <~ yV y - ,  
(7) Sl(X V y) = SlX V Sly. 
Proof. (7) is true by Corollary 3.10. We are then going to show that properties (1)-(7) 
are equivalent. First, we prove that (2) -,' ,~- (3): 
(2) ,~- - -~, [xA(s lx) -As~y] -®y= 1 by(Ml9)  
¢==¢, [x -VS lXV(s~y) - ]Oy=l  by (MI5) 
4----~ [x- V x2 V s ly - ]O  y = 1 
¢:=~ [x- V x2 V (y -  )2] @ y = 1 
¢==~ x-  ®x 2 @ (y-)2 ® y = 1 
~=~ (3); 
by Proposition 3.4 (ii) and (iii) 
by Proposition 3.4 (ii) 
by Proposition 1.10 
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Now, to prove that (1) ~ (3): 
(x- Gy)VxVy-  
=[xV(x -~y) ]Vy-  
~X 
~X 
To prove that (3) ¢==> (4): 
by (M9), (M10) 
[x. x.  y -  ® x-  ® y] V y -  by Definition 1.2, (M6), (M7) 
y -  V(x 2 • y -  Ox-  ~y)  
y -  . (2x-  ® y) .x .  y -  ~X 2 . y -  ®x-  @ y 
[ (y-)2.  (2x- ® y) .xOx- ]  • [x 2" y -  ® y] 
(x- V [(y-)2.  (2x- ® y)]) ® (y Vx 2) 
x -  • (2y®x 2. y - )® [(y-)2.  (2x- ® y) O y] ®x 2 
by Definition 1.2, Proposition 1.10 
x -  • (2y Vx 2. y - )  G (y V [y-  • (2x- ® y)]) Ox 2 
by Proposition 1.10, Definition 1.2 
(x- • 2y Vx-  .x 2 • y - )  ® y .  (yGx  2 • y - )  ® y -  • (2x- ® y) @x 2 
by M(11') 
x -  • 2yO y .  (yVx  2) @ y - .  (2x- V y) Gx 2 
by (M3'), Definition 1.2, Proposition 1.10 
x -  .2y® [y. (y@x 2) ® y -  • 2x-] Gx 2 
by Proposition 1.10, (Ml l ' ) ,  (M3') 
x -  - 2y ® [y V (y -  - 2x- )] ~ x 2 by Definition 1.2 
• 2y ® [y-  • 2x- • y -  E3 y] G x 2 by (M9), Definition 1.2 
• 2y® [ (y- )  2 .2x-  ®xZ]oy  by (M2) 
x -  • 2y ® ((y-)2 V x 2) G y by Definition 1.2 
[x- • 2y ® (y-)2] G x 2 ® y by Proposition 1.10 
[x- V (y-)2] ® x 2 ® y by Definition 1.2 
x -  G (y-)2 ®x 2 @ y. 
x-  OX 2 O(y - )  2 • y=x-  ~x  2 ®(y -  Vy)  = x-  ~x  2 ® y.  y~ y -  
=X- -  ~X 2 ~ y2 G y - .  
Then (4) -.' ;- (5) since 
x-  Ox2 0 y 2 ® y -  ----x- ®x.xG y -  O y .  y = (x- Vx) O (y -  Vy). 
Obviously, (5) -: ~.- (6) by (M19). 
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At last, (7) ~ (4): since (7) ¢==~ (xVy) 2 = x2Vy 2 and (xVy)  2 = (xVy) . (xVy)  = 
[(x V y) .  x] V [(x V y) .  y] = x. x V y.  x V x. y V y .  y = x 2 V y2 V y .  x, it follows that 
(7) ¢=~ x2Vy2Vy.x  ---x2 V y 2 ¢=~x.y<~x2Vy 2 ¢=~ (x .y ) -  ®(x2 Vy z) = 1 ¢=~ 
x-  f~ y -  Q x2 Q y2 = l .,~-~, ( 4 ). [] 
Remark  4.7. In the LM3 algebra obtained by Theorem 4.3 from an MV3 algebra, the 
properties (2) and (7) from Proposition 4.6 become 
(2') x A (r lx) -  A r2y<~ y and 
(7 !) rl(x V y) =- rlx V rly, respectively, and (2') is equivalent to the axiom (L6) in 
the corresponding LM3 pre-algebra, by Proposition 2.6, while (7 !) is the axiom (L1) 
for j=  1. 
Proposi t ion 4.8 (George Georgescu). I f  (L, V, A, - ,  (rj)j~j, O, 1) is an LM, algebra, 
n>~4, then (L,V,A,-,r l ,  rn-l,0,1) is an LM3 pre-algebra which is not an LM3 
algebra. 
Proof. Trivial. [] 
(c) The case n = 4. Here, J = {1,2,3} and L4 = {0, 1/3,2/3, 1}. 
• On the one hand, in the canonical MV4 algebra (see Example 1.11): c~# 4 ~--- 
(L4 ,~, - , - ,0 ,  1), the canonical operations are (1) and (2) and we have also the 
operations (3), by making the calculations we obtain the following tables of ® 
and • : 
1 . 1 
0 0 1/3 2/3 1 0 0 0 0 
(11) 2/3 1 1 1/310 0 0 1/3 
2/3 2/3 1 1 1 2/310 0 1/3 2/3 
1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1/3 2/3 1 
Then, in the g.LM4 pre-algebra, 
- -  ! ! I (L4, V,A, ,S1 ,S2 ,$3 ,S1 ,S2 ,S3 ,0  , l )  
obtained from ~4 by 3.9, where the operations V,A and - are those from (3) and 
(2), respectively, and the operations Sl,S2,S3,S~,S~,S~3 are given (cf. 3.4 (ii)) by 
(12) s lx=s ' lx=x 3, s2x=(2x)  3, s~x=3(x  2) and s3x=s~x=3x,  
by making the calculations we obtain the following table: 
(13) 
J x 11011/312/3111 
= =s~ll0 ]010 I l l  
~i sh[O]O]l ]l] 
3s3 s~ 0 1 1 1 
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by using (11) and Lemma 1.13. Hence the g.LM4 pre-algebra is an LM4 pre-algebra. 
• On the other hand, in the canonical LM4 algebra (see Example 2.4): 
"~(P4 = (Z4, V ,A , - , r l , r2 , r3 ,0 ,  1), 
the canonical operations are 
(]4) 
xVy=max(x,y) ,  xAy=min(x ,y) ,  x -= l -xand 
(~)  {0, j+ i<4,  
rj = 1, j+ i>~4,  i E {0} UJ, j E J, 
By making the calculations we obtain the following table of rl, r2, r3: 
(15) 
x 0 1/3 2/3  =1;;00 0 
j=2  00  1 
= 31r3i 0 1 1 J I I 
Remark. The operations V, A and - from the canonical MV 4 algebra and from the 
canonical LM4 algebra coincide and we have the equalities 
(16) r l--Sl =S'l, r2=s2=s~,  and r3=s3=s~,  
i.e., the above LM4 pre-algebra is the canonical LM4 algebra by (13) and (15). 
Further, if we now define, in the canonical LM4 algebra £#4, two operations by 
f xO y= (xVr3y)A(yVr3x)A(x -  V y -  Vr2xVr2y) ,  
(17) 
x .y=(x -®y- ) -  
and if we make the calculations by using (14), we obtain the same values as in the 
tables (11). Hence, the operations defined by (17) and the canonical operations (1) 
coincide. 
Now let us define the following two transformations: 
Definition 4.9. Given the MV4 algebra ~¢ --- (A, @,., -, 0, 1), define ~(d)  = 
(,4, V, A, - ,r l , r2,r3,0 , 1) by 
xVy=x.y -Oy ,  xAy=(x -Vy- ) -  
rlx = (six = s~x =)X 3, 
rEx = (s2x = J2 x =)(2X)  3 = 3(x2), 
r3x (S3X ' = = S3X =)3x. 
Conversely, given the LM4 algebra d = (A, V, A, -, rl, rE, r3, 0, 1), define ~(d)  = 
(A,@, .,-,0, 1), by (17). 
Then we get the following proposition: 
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Proposition 4.10. (i) I f  ~4 is the canonical MV4 algebra, then ~(~04)  is the canon- 
ical LM4 algebra. 
(ii) Conversely, if ~4 is the canonical LM4 algebra, then ~(5f4) is the canonical 
MV4 algebra. 
(iii) The maps • and ~ are mutually inverse. 
By Proposition 4.10, Theorem 1.12 and Corollary 2.8 we get the following general 
result: 
Theorem 4.11. (i) I f  d is an MV 4 algebra, the ~(d)  is an LM4 algebra. 
(ii) Conversely, if ~¢ is an LM4 algebra, then ~(,~¢) is an MV4 algebra. 
(iii) The maps q~ and ip are mutually inverse. 
Corollary 4.12 (Sergiu Rudeanu). The maps ~ and V can be extended to an isomor- 
phism between the category of MV4 algebras and the category of  LM4 algebras. 
Proof. Define q~f = f and qJg = g. [] 
Remark 4.13. (i) It follows from 3.11 and Theorem 4.11 that, in every MV4 algebra, 
we have the representation f the unary operations given in Fig. 3. 
Sfl = T = sl = r! 
$2 * = S 2 ~ r 2 
s, 3 = = s3=r3  
Fig. 3. 
(ii) In a relaxed MV 4 algebra, by 3.6 for n -- 4 and j = 2, we get 
(M13) ¢==~ s2x<<.sl3x 2 
But s~x 2 = 3x 2 = s~2 x and 
M(13) ¢==> (M13') ..' 
and (M13') ¢==~ Sl2X..~s2x. 
S12X = (2X) 3 = S2X , by Definition 3.3. Hence 
;. s2x <<. s~zx. 
Since we also have s~2x<~s2x, by Proposition 3.4 (iv), it follows that s~2 x = s2x in every 
MV4 algebra. This direct proof of the equality shows us the role played by the axioms 
(M13) and (M13'). 
(iii) We can also see the role played by the axioms (M13) and (M13') by looking 
first at the graph from Fig. 1 for n = 4 and then at the above graph (Fig. 3). Thus the 
influence of the axioms (M13), (M13') is the elimination of the arc (s~,s2). In other 
words, the two chains of operations (s~)jej and (sj)jej coincide (or they have (all) 
three points in common). 
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(iv) The canonical LM4 algebra is ordered linearly and every x ~ 1 has a successor, 
x*, with 1" = 1, by definition. Also, every x ¢ 0 has a predecessor, *x, with *0 = 0, 
by definition [13]. We have 
(x - )*  = (*x) -  and (x*) -  = *(x-) .  
Then, in the canonical LM4 algebra, x ® y may be also defined by 
x® y = (x V r3y) A (y V r3x) A (x* V r2y) A (y* V r2x). 
Proposition 4.14. In any MV4 algebra the following properties hold: (1) (x -  ® y)V  
xV2y-  = 1, (2) (x -@y)V2xV y -  = 1. 
Proof. (1) and (2) hold in the canonical MV4 algebra. Then apply 1.12. [] 
Proposition 4.15. I f  n = 2k (k>~3) and (L, V,A,- ,(r j ) jej ,  O, 1) is an LMn algebra, 
then (L,V,A,-,r l ,rk, rn-l,O, 1) is an LM4 pre-algebra, which is not an LM4 algebra. 
Proof. Trivial. [] 
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